Enlarging the commons in Stellenbosch (2013)
Stellenbosch, bordering on a metropolis but with a vibrant town character, is a privileged town,
surrounded by scenic beauty and layered cultural texture. An excellent university and a
progressive business environment enable it to compete well with towns of similar size.
It is also a town unable to provide essential services of an acceptable standard to all its
residents. Divisions and a low level of trust across neighbourhoods inhibit innovation in
planning.
The unresolved problems in Stellenbosch need all the goodwill, knowledge and resources that
are available to the town. Small ideas and actions can collectively contribute to significant
change, to deliver the future of the place where we choose to live.

Spatial development
Spatial planning is based on notions of good neighbourliness and on the belief that it is
possible to have stable and equitable management of the commons, those assets in which we
all share. The ecologist Garret Hardin has pointed out that, when we jointly hold a resource,
self-interest encourages individuals to deplete it and to undermine the collective long-term
interest. Common sense plans that appeal to our better selves, restrain short-term self-interest
and enable the commons to remain an asset for all to share.
The zoning scheme, an instrument for allocating rights and deciding how human beings live
alongside one another spatially, evolved out of a conflict between social classes around the
principle of private property. In South Africa, this social and legal instrument had a complicated
history, mainly when the government allocated rights or withheld it unfairly. The spatial
development framework, which aims to ensure long-term planning for the good of everyone,
has to work in coordination with the zoning scheme, which focuses on acquired rights and
short-term gains.
The integrated development plan (IDP), a central management document, should ideally be a
long-term project management plan, yet it is often reactive because of urgent, immediate
needs. The diﬀerent programs serve diﬀerent needs and thus create tension. This document
assumes it is possible to do the right things with urgency, and still do it sustainably.

Strategic perspectives and process
The stated strategic aims of Stellenbosch Municipality for long-term spatial planning are
interconnected nodes; better public transport; inclusive economic growth; optimal land use;
guarding of resources; security of food and agriculture and preservation of built heritage and
landscape. The Municipality projects Stellenbosch as the innovation capital of South Africa.
There are gaps between these aspirations and the practice of it. The Municipality has not yet
integrated most of its support service systems. Bugs in the more extensive system continue to
frustrate growth, renewal, and innovation. The claim to be the innovation capital needs to be
supported by evidence and has to be earned through eﬀort and by systematic attention to
detail.
As a community, we need to engage, accommodate and transform. It is not sustainable to use
politics or race to retreat into fixed positions. We need to summon our collective power to think,
reason and understand, to create conditions for connecting and for imagining a liveable
Stellenbosch for all.

Urban design
Kevin Campbell, urban designer, suggests:
• Look at a city or town as an organism, rather than as an artefact. Take care of the conditions
for growth, and the town will grow.
• Cities that build on the fabric of the place, instead of "wow", hold out better when the
economy is in recession.
• A city plan is the power of many small actions that are allowed to happen.
• Smart cities depend on smart citizens. Focus on people, the organism, as much as on
infrastructure, the artefact. A town that attracts talent can sustain growth.
• The city that develops results from its ability as an organism, system or idea, becomes a
resilient city.
• Urbanism is condition making. Smart growth happens when leaders and city managers focus
on creating conditions for growth.

Best practices for Stellenbosch
Translated to Stellenbosch, such practices imply that plans should suggest and enable, rather
than prescribe and determine. We must allow the system to manage itself and to learn.
Therefore:
• We still need big ideas, but we must also implement smaller actions in the meanwhile.
• City managers need partners from across civil society. The number and quality of
partnerships across civil society, political party professions and businesses achieve results
which a Municipality on its own cannot deliver.
• Critical policies for transformation are town competitiveness; stable communities; and
sustainable development. Each of these needs innovation and attention to detail to realise
change.
• If Stellenbosch strives to be an innovation capital, it should measure itself against
competitive, knowledge-intensive towns elsewhere.
• To build a stable community, we must create conditions and spaces where people can enjoy a
dignified life. If we rely only on numbers when we plan for and provide low-cost housing, we
forget that we deal with future communities.
• The present pattern of growth in Stellenbosch is not sustainable. We do not measure the cost
to the environment, services, and the economy of opportunistic sprawl of living areas.
• Stellenbosch University should grow; it is a core asset and an essential part of life in
Stellenbosch. However, the recent pattern of growth is also a barrier to the bottom-up
transformation of Stellenbosch. The cost of rented living space in the town centre in
Stellenbosch is now the highest in the country. The relation of rent to own The majority of
lower to middle-income workers who earn their salaries in Stellenbosch live elsewhere. Thus
the typical housing cycle is broken, as apartments that are typically taken up by young
working people and couples are taken by students. Young working people and young
families, especially those previously disadvantaged, therefore do not become part of the
fabric of the town. This distortion of the standard housing cycle is a crucial obstacle to
integration and will eventually cost the town dearly.
• If growth and planning in Stellenbosch continue as at present, it will be tough to reach
densities that make it possible to introduce integrated public transport and extend the
commons. Local taxi operators could be part of a solution but must adapt to available new
technologies.
• It is essential to determine the real economic drivers for Stellenbosch and to ensure that these
drivers remain sustainable. Knowledge, which includes the university; new technology

businesses and big company headquarters; and higher-end tourism are crucial to the
sustainable existence of Stellenbosch.
• Finally, we must measure. Planning and policy-making in Stellenbosch must be appropriately
quantified. The Municipality should aim to quantify core issues, such as the previous five
points.

Lessons from local incidents
Recent episodes provide context for local spatial development considerations.

Kayamandi, 14-15 March 2013
In a fire in Kayamandi on the night of 14-15 March 2013, 1341 informal houses were destroyed.
Emergency services had barely commenced giving aid when inhabitants started clearing up
and rebuilding. They rebuilt 65% of the homes within a week. By restoring with urgency and in
haste, neither they nor the town implemented a safe and resilient settlement. The new
structures are once again prone to future fires, and land use did not improve. It will be as
diﬃcult as before to provide services and to transfer titles, which could otherwise be a way to
create wealth.

Inhabitants who collaborated in the urgent rebuilding did so because they needed shelter. Their
actions were also an indication of underlying anxiety about their claim to the land.
How then should we embrace this and help to direct it to reduce the risk of fires? How could we
all lay the foundations to build enduring neighbourhoods?

Upgrading, rather than eradication, is a critical idea in the National Development Plan. To
enable improvement, the administrative process of housing delivery must become a human
process, involving the community and local partnerships. It requires a multi-disciplinary
approach, which is challenging to manage, but necessary.

Within a week 65% of the houses were rebuilt. These simple facts reflect great
It is sensible to give communities a sense of ownership. Immediate, massive and continuous
improvement is possible when we provide the community with technical assistance to plan and
improve their environment. We must do it.

Assets in the historic core
As long as twenty years ago, when street cafes were first 'allowed' in the town centre, the
Municipality planned to make Church Street pedestrian-friendly. Several plans and designs
emerged. The Municipality did not implement any of it.

In 2012 a group of property owners in Church Street started the Church Street initiative, to be
environment pedestrian-friendly and well managed. Within weeks they changed the direction of
traﬃc towards the historic church at the upper end of the street, improving both traﬃc flow and
small commercial growth. The project stalled, mostly because of narrow self-interest. However,
we must continue to strive to create conditions that will enable sustainable growth in the town
centre.
Church Street and landscapes, such as the Rhenish Complex and the Braak have significant
potential for improved use. Partnerships between civil society and the Municipality could
sustain the vibrant energy of Church Street and unlock other landscapes and assets in the town
centre.

Plans for highways to Stellenbosch
A recent proposal for the R44 and other roads to Stellenbosch by the provincial road engineers
are, amongst others, an indication that regional and local planning is not aligned. These plans,
which will cost billions, may not provide conditions for sustainable growth. Transport plans and
spending should align with the spatial development plans of Stellenbosch. The process should
be an ongoing interconnected process.

The Weides
In recent years the Weides changed from a suburban neighbourhood to a neighbourhood
characterised by the rapid development of high-density student housing. This development followed
on the exploitation of a presumed zoning regulation gap, first by one developer, and then by others.
Some, but not all, of the new developments were innovative and sensitive to the fabric of the
neighbourhood. The Municipality did not guide construction in the area to solve critical problems in
the town, such as the housing cycle or traﬃc. Residents of nearby neighbourhoods, such as Ida's
Valley and Cloetesville, felt let down. The Municipality informed them that the development of
housing schemes is on hold, as municipal infrastructure was at capacity, only to allow significant
redevelopment in the Weides. Instead of leading with urban design principles oﬃcials under
pressure gave ad hoc approvals for renewal in the neighbourhood.

Applying the lessons
Most residents think of Stellenbosch as a town, though in many measures it is already a city.
It is not advisable, or possible, to resist growth in Stellenbosch, or to deny that it will happen. To
imagine that we can stop growth or that the old settlement model will somehow accommodate
the growth that is needed is to risk isolation and social instability. To ensure sustainable growth,
Stellenbosch must also identify itself as part of both the greater Cape Town Metropole and the
extension Winelands district.
The land size of the Stellenbosch town grew almost tenfold in the past seven decades, but the
population density is now lower than it was in the seventeenth century. Stellenbosch does not
have a model that requires new development to support solving the traﬃc and infrastructure
needs that follow from sprawl. Instead, we subsidise growth that is unaﬀordable in the longer
term. We could instead create conditions for development that will attract talent, normalise the
housing cycle and allow sustainable urban transport and infrastructure.
A spatial development framework that could withstand opportunistic pressure on the common
interests will enable the Municipality to be a facilitator and enabler, instead of a contractor and
enforcer. That is the role of progressive municipalities in the new world economy.
The community should support the city managers to:
• Facilitate and manage many small actions to get to the big plan. The system now discourages
initiative; it punishes even minimal risks.
• Focus on ways to use and unlock the energy and talent of the community.
• Take tourism, a critical economic driver to grassroots to enable expansion of the number and
diversity of destinations.
• Create conditions that will, in the long-term, attract talent.
• Innovate city management. De-bug the system systematically. A system that works and
simple, robust rules allow city managers to delegate power to communities. Thus we create
self-organising networks and a resilient system.

A scenario
To create conditions for sustainable growth, we need to explore scenarios for the long term, as
well as flexible policies and processes for the meanwhile.
One such scenario would be to use the railway line not as a spatial and social divider, but as a
seam for new growth.
The railway line and also the nearby routes for traﬃc passing through Stellenbosch constitute
an enclosing western boundary for the historic core. It is also one of the barriers that prevent
the integration of outlying neighbourhoods. If the railway line is dropped one level through town,
it could provide conditions for a smart, sustainable, high-density, multi-use district along the
railway line and the Plankenberg river.

Single carriages and more stations will create a connected node that runs from Vlottenburg
through the Droë Dyke south of Stellenbosch Farmers Winery to Kayamandi, Cloetesville and
Koelenhof. It will eventually enable public transport node in Stellenbosch. Taxi owners using
smart technology could, and should, play a role in this. It would allow for a pedestrian-friendly
middedorp.
A multi-use district with adequate public transport and development conditions that ensure
smart, green construction and urban design would stimulate economic activity and integration
of Kayamandi and Cloetesville. It could also help to normalise the housing cycle, relieve
congestion on the roads, fund maintenance of infrastructure and provide essential services of
an adequate and sustainable level to all residents.
In trying to imagine our future, we need to respect the existing fabric of the place, while also
embracing the potential for change and growth.

In summary
We can manage our shared resources better. We must allow the many small changes that will
make a big diﬀerence. And we need a bias towards action to do so.

